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Background: Development of auditory differentiation skill plays an imperative
role in the development of speech and language skills of children as well as central
auditory processing. One of the instruments employed in the investigation of
this skill is auditory differentiation test. The present study was conducted with
the aim of investigating the auditory differentiation skill in normal 7-8 year old
children.
Methods: The present cross-sectional descriptive study was performed on 200
normal girls and boys within the age bracket of 7-8 years with equal numbers of
genders (100 girls and 100 boys). In order to examine the auditory differentiation
skill, the Persian version of Wepman auditory differentiation test was employed.
The significance level in this research was considered as P=0.05.
Results: The auditory differentiation score according to percentiles of 5 and 95
was 38 and 40 among the seven year old group, respectively, while it was 38.05
and 40 in the eight year old group, respectively. The mean auditory differentiation
score of the seven year old children was significantly lower than that of the eight
year old children (P=0.04). No significant difference was observed between the
two genders (P=0.19).
Conclusion: According to the results obtained in this research, the auditory
differentiation score was significantly different between the seven and eight year
old groups, but no significant difference was observed between boys and girls.
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Introduction
As with other mechanisms, auditory mechanism has a
complex system in which the auditory information reaches
the ears from different auditory sources simultaneously
[1, 2]. In other words, everybody experiences a complex
auditory environment from their infancy, whereby the
acoustic information resulting from active sources
overlap simultaneously [2]. Accordingly, the person needs
to differentiate between this information to perceive
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and then respond to the environment for survival and
communication. Infants should acquire the capacity to
differentiate between speech sounds; otherwise, they will
not be able to initiate language acquisition process [3].
Auditory differentiation is the ability to distinguish verbal
sounds [4]. In other words, it involves the ability of the
person to detect the similarities or differences between
sounds of words [5].
Auditory differentiation is one of the central auditory
processing skills or auditory perception that plays an
imperative role in acquisition and articulation of verbal
sounds [5]. Auditory neurons can be adjusted in such a
way that the differences between sounds are maximized in
the brain, thereby facilitating the differentiation of sounds
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[6]. It seems that defect in auditory differentiation is one
of the causes of central auditory processing disorder [1].
Some children affected by this disorder have challenge
receiving verbal sounds [7].
The relationship between auditory differentiation skill
and disorders of articulation, speech and reading has been
investigated. One of the researches suggested considerable
challenge in the differentiation of verbal sounds in
children with severe articulation disorder compared to
those with weak articulation disorder [8-10]. Furthermore,
another study suggested lower auditory differentiation
skills in people with more severe phonological disorders
compared to those with milder phonological disorders
[6]. On the other hand, reading and writing are associated
with the abilities of auditory processing such as auditory
differentiation. In other words, the challenges associated
with reading and writing during school age are to some
extent related to the disorder of auditory differentiation
development in the first months of life [9]. Enhancement
of auditory differentiation skill in children suffering from
dyslexia is one of the core objectives of rehabilitation by
practitioners [11].
Inability to differentiate verbal sounds is observed in
children with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD) [12], Asperger’s syndrome [10], children with
normal peripheral hearing who had been exposed to prebirth and during birth risk factors, as well as high-risk
populations [13].
Consequently, it seems that performance of auditory
differentiation test for patients suffering from central
processing disorder, articulation disorder, phonological
disorder, dyslexia, ADHD, Asperger’s syndrome,
premature infants and at risk infants employing speech
language pathologist is essential, and it is a suitable
parameter that can help with diagnosis of the disorder.
On the other hand, this skill test has been conducted
on four to six year Old Persian children in Semnan
[14]; however, the normal score for the age group of
seven and eight years has not been determined; thus,
determination of the relevant scores in these age groups
seems imperative.
The aim of this study was to assess and determine
different percentiles of the auditory differentiation score
of 7-8 year Old Persian children in Shiraz. The results
obtained from this study can be used for screening
during diagnosis of auditory differentiation defects in
children.
Methods
The present research is a cross-sectional study, which
was performed with a statistical population of 200 normal
Persian children within the age bracket of 7-8 years (equal
numbers of girls and boys) in Shiraz. This study was
approved at Shiraz University of Medical Sciences with
the ethics code of IR.SUMS.REC.1394.194.
The schools were chosen randomly from all the
primary schools in the four districts of Shiraz using
cluster sampling technique. Thereafter, the children with
normal auditory and speech system (lack of neurological
JRSR. 2017;4(3)

lesions for articulation) as confirmed by an audiologist
and speech therapist, as well as children with normal
intelligence quotient (according to the healthcare files)
and those that are monolingual (Persian speaking) were
included in this study after receiving informed ethical
consent from their parents.
During the research, participants who were not willing
to cooperate and continue with the research study were
excluded from the study. The auditory differentiation
test employed in this research was prepared based on
Wepman test design for Persian language [15]. This test
evaluates auditory differentiation of four to eight year
old children [8].
The test consists of 40 word pairs (30 different word
pairs and 10 identical word pairs). The different word
pairs are the minimal pairs, i.e. they are composed of
two meaningful words, which are different in only one
sound such as bat and cat.
The words used in this test are monosyllabic. The
identical words were scattered across all the words. The
sum of the scores of this test was 40, i.e. per each correct
response; one score was given to the child.
Initially, the procedure for the test as well as identical
and different concepts was explained to the children
using different words, which were not included in the test.
After ensuring that the procedure was well understood
by the children, the test was conducted. To this end,
every child was made to enter a quiet room individually.
Afterwards, the person conducting the test covered the
mouth of each child and the child was requested to say
whether the two words they heard were identical or
not. If the response was correct, the score would be +1,
otherwise it would be zero (0). Finally, the sum of the
scores of each child was computed and considered as
their auditory differentiation score.
For data analysis in this research, SPSS software, version
(16) was employed. In addition to descriptive statistics,
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was first used to determine the
normality of the sample volume. Thereafter, t-test was
employed to compare the groups (seven and eight years
old as well as male and female). The significance level
was considered as P=0.05.
Results
In the present study, 200 children between the age
bracket of seven and eight years (100 boys and 100 girls)
were studied. Each age group had 100 subjects (100 in
the seven year old and 100 in the eight year old groups).
The mean auditory differentiation score of the seven and
eight year old children was 39.59 and 39.79, respectively,
showing a significant difference (P=0.03). The results
showed lower mean score of auditory differentiation
among the seven year old children compared to their eight
year old children. In this study, no significant difference
was observed between girls and boys in terms of auditory
differentiation skill (P=0.19).
The percentiles of 5 and 95 as well as the minimum and
maximum auditory differentiation score of the seven and
eight year old children are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1: The mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximum and percentiles of 5 and 95 as well as the auditory differentiation score of seven and
eight year old children
Age
No.
mean
SD
Minimum
Maximum
Percentile 5
Percentile 95
P value
(years)
7
100
39.59
0.72
37
40
38
40
0.03
8
100
39.79
0.55
37
40
38.5
40

Discussion
The results of this research showed higher mean auditory
differentiation among the eight year old children, and the
lack of significant difference in auditory differentiation
score of boys and girls. As high levels of auditory
mechanism are significantly involved in differentiation
of temporal differences in sounds [16], and as the
development of the central nervous system especially
the cortex continues until age 12, the performance of the
auditory differentiation skill also develops [17]. Studies
also suggest differences in auditory differentiation
across different age groups, as well as the importance of
age in the development of auditory differentiation skill
in children [1, 14, 16, 18-24].
It seems that in addition to age, the cognitive perception
development of the children is also efficacious in the
performance of tasks related to auditory differentiation.
This implies that with increase in age, this performance also
increases [25]. The study by Sussman et al., (1993, 2007)
indicated that another pertinent factor is the environment.
In other words, both the environment and maturity are
involved in auditory differentiation skill [2, 26].
In this study, no significant difference was observed in
the auditory differentiation score of boys and girls, which
is in consonance with the findings obtained by Bakhtiari
et al., (2012) on normal 4-6 year old children [14]. In the
research by Brancalioni et al., (2012), which examined
the relationship between auditory differentiation and
phonological disorder among 4-8 year old children, it
was found that differentiation of verbal sounds was more
difficult for boys compared to girls. Nevertheless, their
study cases had phonological disorder, and it was not
performed on normal people [6].
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